We study the breakdown of a Mott insulator with the thermodynamic imbalance induced by an applied bias voltage. By analyzing the instabilities of the magnetic susceptibility, we describe a rich non-equilibrium phase diagram, obtained for different applied voltages, that exhibits phases with a spatially patterned charge gap. For a finite voltage, smaller than the value of the equilibrium Mott gap, the formation of patterns coincides with the emergence of mid-gap states contributing to a finite steady-state conductance. We discuss the experimental implications of this new scenario of Mott breakdown. 71.27.+a, 71.30.+h Pattern formation, also known as self-organization, refers to the occurrence of spatial-structured steadystates in non-linear systems under out of equilibrium external conditions [1] . A textbook illustration is the Rayleigh-Bénard convection, but examples are found ubiquitously in physical, chemical as well as in biological systems [2, 3] .
Pattern formation, also known as self-organization, refers to the occurrence of spatial-structured steadystates in non-linear systems under out of equilibrium external conditions [1] . A textbook illustration is the Rayleigh-Bénard convection, but examples are found ubiquitously in physical, chemical as well as in biological systems [2, 3] .
In semiconductors, pattern formation is a hallmark of the voltage-driven non-equilibrium phase transition from insulating to the metallic state [4] , where moving patterns arise near phase boundaries that contribute to the finite conductivity of the system. A seminal experiment, revealing pattern formation in strongly correlated systems [5] reported a current-induced pattern formation in a quasi-one dimensional organic charge-transfer complex, on the verge of Mott breakdown. A non-linear I-V characteristic was reported in a low-resistance state characterized by a striped charge pattern, before the switching to metallic regime. Recently, experimental results for spinor Bose-Einstein condensates [6] and, theoretical studies of polariton condensates [7, 8] also reported patterned phases.
Non-equilbrium dynamics of strongly correlated quantum many-body systems have been recently receiving an increased attention due to a rich interplay between electronic kinetics, interaction and non-equilibrium conditions. Major experimental progress was driven forward by a tight control of the dynamics in cold atomic setups [9, 10] and pump-probe experiments [11, 12] . On the theory side, progress been done in understanding thermalization and dissipation [13] [14] [15] , universal aspects of non-equilibrium phase transitions [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and the development of involved computational methods [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and techniques [30] [31] [32] . In particular, the study of out-ofequilibrium properties of the Hubbard model has been an active research area [30, [33] [34] [35] . Interesting dynamical transitions between small and large interaction quenches where shown to occur at half-filling [31, 32, [36] [37] [38] . Transport properties at finite temperature [39] and in the presence of Markovian dissipation [40, 41] have been investigated.
A key problem is the understanding of the transition from a Mott insulator to a current-carrying state upon applied an increasing voltage bias to coupled external leads. The generated electro-chemical gradients induce two effects of rather different nature: (i) a thermodynamic-imbalance depending on the distribution functions of the leads and (ii) the coupling of the charged particles to the electric field created by the voltage drop.
The breakdown of a Mott insulator induced by effect (ii) recently received important contributions. Using Peierls substitution argument, (ii) can be studied on a system with periodic boundary conditions pierced by a linear-in-time magnetic flux, eliminating the need of explicitly treating the reservoirs and making it amenable to be tackled by Lanczos [42] , DMRG [43] and DMFT [34, 44, 45] methods. These studies revealed a qualitative scenario [42] interpreted as the many-body analog of the Landau-Zener (LZ) mechanism observed in band insulators. The LZ energy scale sets a threshold V th ∼ ∆ 2 L/W , with ∆ being the Mott gap, L -the system's linear size and W -the bandwidth, above which a field-induced metallic phase sets in. Zener's formula yields V th /L ∆ overestimating experimental values of threshold fields.
The combined effect of (i) and (ii) have also been recently addressed [46] [47] [48] . As (i) requires the explicit treatment of the reservoirs, non-equilibrium Green's functions approaches were employed. (ii) was treated within the Hartree approximation with a fixed antiferromagnetic order, precluding any pattern formation. The results are compatible with a current-voltage characteristics of the form J V e −V th /V . A thorough study [48] , carried out at T = 0 in the presence of long-range Coulomb interactions, pointed out that the dominant effect depends on the ratio between the correlation length in the insulating phase ξ and the size of the insulating region L. For ξ/L 1, (i) leads to V th ∼ ∆; for ξ/L 1 (ii) dominates and the LZ scenario is recovered.
In this letter, we address out-of-equilibrium properties of Hubbard chain due to thermodynamic-imbalance (i). We describe the appearance of mobile carriers that contribute to the screening of the field. The leads pro- vide, at the same time, the non-equilibrium conditions and an intrinsically non-Markovian [49] dissipative environment. We compute the instabilities of the system to spatially modulated spin patterns and identify a rich set of candidate phases, among which examples of pattern formation, analyzing their properties in the strong nonlinear regime. We put forward a scenario of the Mott breakdown through the emergence of conducting midgap states coinciding with the appearance of patterns for V th ∆. Our results are of relevance to pattern formation in quasi-one dimensional organic compounds [5] .
We consider the interacting system S, in Fig. 1 -(a), consisting of a chain coupled to metallic reservoirs. The Hamiltonian can be decomposed as H = H S + H ∂S + HS, where
is the Hamiltonian of the system consisting of a fermionic Hubbard chain, with s labeling spin degrees of freedom and n r = σ c † rs c rs . The hopping matrix element between nearest neighbor sites, t = 1, is taken to be the energy unit. HS = α,s,l d † lαs l,α d lαs is the Hamiltonian of the reservoirs, with l = L, R labeling the reservoir and α -the reservoir's single-particle modes. The density of states of the leads is taken to be the one of a wide band metallic lead, i.e. a constant ρ, within all the considered energy scales for both leads. The system-reservoirs coupling is described by the hopping term H ∂S = α,s,l v d † lαs c r l ,s + h.c., where r L,R are the sites at the extremities of the chain and v is the hopping amplitude taken to be spin independent. We consider reservoirs at temperature T that are characterized by the same hybridization Γ = πv 2 ρ for simplicity. We employ a non-equilibrium mean-field approach, that while providing only a qualitative description of the 1d model, allows to probe instabilities of the system towards the formation of gapped phases. The procedure to obtain the mean-field equations and the magnetic susceptibility is standard and is given in the SI for completeness. Here we outline the main steps. Working on the Keldysh contour we use the identity
r,s σ ss c r,s , and insert a 3-component time dependent order-parameter φ(t) to decouple the interaction term in the spin-density wave channel
Assuming a wide-band limit, we then integrate out the non-interacting reservoirs introducing a local self-energy contribution for the interacting c electrons with non-zero components (see SI-sec.):
. Integrating out the c electrons, we arrive to the action for the orderparameter φ(t) alone. We use the Keldysh rotation of the time-dependent order parameter to the quantum and classical components (φ c,r ,φ q,r ) and by varying the action with respect to these fields we obtain their mean field values:
where G K rr (t, t) is the Keldysh component of the local celectron Green's function. We focus on the steady state regime φ c,r (t) = φ c,r . At the mean-field level, the excitation spectrum is given by the non-hermitian mean-field operator
The retarded Green's function is obtained as a function of the left-( α|) and right-(|α ) eigenvectors of K with complex eigenvalues λ α (Imλ α < 0):
The Keldysh component, derived in detailed in the SI, is obtained in a similar way.
Fluctuations around the mean-field further provide a stability analysis for the saddle-point solutions. In order to investigate the possible steady-states that can be realized under non-equilibrium conditions we compute the spin susceptibility χ in the disordered state (φ c,r = 0) and analyze the first unstable modes arising upon increasing U . The retarded spin susceptibility χ
is given by the RPA-type expression and in the steady state reads
where Upon increasing U , the eigenvalues of χ R (ω) as a functions of ω, may develop poles in the upper-half of the complex plane. When this occurs, small perturbations in the direction of the corresponding eigenmode of χ R (ω) grow exponentially in time until anharmonic mode-coupling terms start to be relevant. This process signals an instability of the system. The new stable phase, arising for U > U c , is expected to develop the spatial structure of the lowest eigen-mode of χ R (ω), at least for U sufficiently close to U c . In the following we assume that unstable modes first occur for steady-state solutions i.e. at ω = 0. The unstable mode corresponds to the most negative eigenvalue λ Ξ 0 of Ξ R (ω = 0) and its spatial configuration is given by the corresponding eigenvector Ψ 0 (r).
At equilibrium, and for periodic boundary conditions, Ψ 0 (r) = Five different phases (labeled by I,...,V) can be observed, corresponding to qualitatively different features of Ψ 0 (r). Fig. 1-(d) depicts a contour plot of the Fourier transform Ψ 0 (q) of Ψ 0 (r) showing that the different phases correspond to different wave vectors Q for which |Ψ 0 (Q)| is maximal. Phase I occurs for low voltages V < V AF and T > 0 and occupies a region where the antiferromagnetic phase corresponds to the first instability. The order parameter is maximal in the center of the system. The emergence of patterns is visible in phase II (V AF < V < V loc ), where the spin-susceptibility instability corresponds to an ordered state with wave vectors q = ±Q, with Q varying between π, for V = V AF , and Q ≤ 0, for V = V loc . Phase III (V loc < V < V F ) corresponds to a modulated phase, with Q = 0, π, exponentially localized near the leads. Phase IV (V F < V < V 0 ) is a ferromagnetic phase with an envelope function that is maximal at the center of the system. Finally, phase V corresponds to an essentially disordered phase (φ = 0) with the order parameter amplitude being localized in the first few sites near the leads. Fig.(2)-(b) . for a system with L = 50. For low temperature, this quantity is subjected to strong finite size corrections. Care must be taken extrapolating to the thermodynamic limit, nonetheless we verify that for T → 0 and L → ∞ one has U c → 0.
In order to verify the existence of well-defined patters at U > U c and describe their spatial structure, the linear response RPA-type description is insufficient, as nonlinear terms in Eq.(2) start to play an important role and have to be taken into account. In this regime, the meanfield solution for the order parameter φ is obtained solving the self-consistent relation in Eq.(2). The procedure is done iteratively allowing only for collinear magnetized states, i.e. S r ∝ê z . Fig.3-(a) shows the spatial structure of φ (r) obtained in this way. The considered value of U = 3.8 corresponds to an equilibrium (V = 0) Mott gap of ∆ = 2 |φ| 3.2. Out of equilibrium, phases III-V are absent and the range of values of V for which phase II arises is reduced with respect to the diagram of Fig.  2-(a) . Nevertheless, a modulated solution can be found deep into the non-linear regime. Fig.2-(b) depicts the maximum value of the order parameter amplitude φ Max showing that phase II transits directly to the disordered phase φ = 0 upon increasing V . Fig. 2-(b) shows also the values of the particle current through the system. A relatively low current in phase I is followed by a quick rise of current during phase II and a linear I-V characteristics in the disordered phase. Figs. 2-(c-e.1) show the integrated steady state density of states in phase II. One observes that upon increasing V a new band of conducting states arises, corresponding to single particle-energies −V /2 < Reλ α < V /2. The appearance of such states is responsible for the current increase in phase II. This phase ceases to exist when V becomes of the order of the of the inter-band gap, roughly given by φ Max , corresponding a complete filling of the gap by conducting states. The I-V characteristics can thus be used to discriminate between different behaviors.
To further characterize these states we monitor the differential conductivity that is measured by an STM tip placed over site r. Assuming a wide-band metallic tip with constant DOS ρ tip , weakly coupled to the chain at position r by an hopping amplitude t tip , one obtains the standard linear-response expression
is the local DOS of the chain at site r, β tip and V tip are respectively the tip's inverse temperature and chemical potential. Figs. 3 (c-e.2-3) show dJ tip /dV tip for sites corresponding to minima and maxima of the order parameter for 3 values of V within phase II. The band of conducting states is can clearly be seen arising within the gap. The local DOS for |V tip | < φ Max increases or decreases, depending on whether a position corresponding to a minimum or a maximum of the order parameter amplitude is monitored.
To summarize, we have described a scenario of the Mott breakdown, induced by the pattern formation in a correlated electronic system under strong nonequilibrium conditions imposed by a finite bias voltage. The development of a conducting phase occurs at voltages, smaller than the value of the charge gap, and is characterized by the emergence of the mid-gap states. The thermodynamic imbalance imposed by a finite applied voltage generates a rich set of behaviors, among which examples of non-equilibrium spatially-induced patterned phases. Such phases, well studied in classical systems, and recently predicted in systems with Markovian dissipation [7, 8] , are here reported for the fermionic Hubbard model with a non-Markovian environment and are shown to exist down to zero temperature. The suggested mechanism can be tested experimentally monitoring current transport across the system and by STM measurements, spatially resolving the modulated charge gap.
Our considerations capture characteristic features of the breakdown of the organic charge insulator, reported in Ref. [5] . The transition to the conducting state, accompanied by the formation of alternating carrier rich stripes, is reproduced with a similar I-V characteristic. Important differences, such as a diffusive electronic transport and the long-range Coulomb interactions within the Mott phase, hinder a quantitative prediction of the experimental parameters.
The present results suggest that, as in the case of classical systems, patterned phases can be ubiquitous in the presence of interactions and spatially non-uniform out of equilibrium conditions. In 1d, the phase transitions obtained at the mean-field level should instead correspond to crossovers. In the same way, the calculated magnetic order is likely to correspond to a disordered phase with slow power-law decaying spin-spin correlation functions with a voltage-dependent Q. The emergent order, seen at the mean-field level, can otherwise be stabilized by weakly coupling multiple chains. For electronic systems with higher dimensionality, such as films and bulk compounds, pattern formation should naturally take place. These effects should depend on the orientation of the non-equilibrium drive with respect to the Fermi surface, opening new possibilities for novel patterned phases. Non-equilibrium phase transitions to patterned phases, in particular at zero temperature where quantum effects are most relevant, present an interesting paradigm where new universal behavior could be found.
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Supplemental Material: Mott insulator breakdown through pattern formation In this supplemental material we provide some of the details of the analytical analysis performed in the main text of the manuscript. After deriving the Keldysh action we obtain the saddle-point equations used in the mean-field analysis. We provide the explicit expression for the magnetic spin susceptibility.
Keldysh Action Generating Functional
The generating function in the Keldysh contour γ is defined as
where
is the inverse of the bare Green's function with
Using the identity 
with
Properties of the reservoirs
As mentioned in the main text the reservoirs are assumed to be metallic leads with a constant density of states within all relevant energy scales. The reservoirs are held in a thermal state characterized by a chemical potential µ l and a temperature T l . Under this assumptions we can write Σ R/A l (t, t ) ∓iΓ l δ (t − t ) |r l r l |
Quadratic approximation to the action around φ = 0
Second order contribution
The second order approximation of the action around φ 0 is given by 
